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Mini Pai Gow™ Dealing Procedures
NO COMMISSION
Overview
Mini Pai Gow Is basically the same traditional Pai Gow Game with






NO COMMISSION PAID
6 cards dealt to players and the dealer instead of seven
Players may double down after viewing their hand
An additional Bonus wager (a bet that the player’s best five card hand from their original six
cards will make a qualifying poker hand).
A Community Bonus wager is a Bonus wager (see above) of $5 or more, that allows a Player to
win on another player’s qualifying poker hand. The Community Bonus wager is optional and the
Casino can choose to offer it or not.

The Bonus payoff schedule and community Bonus payoff schedule are posted at the table.
You have a choice of six or seven betting positions.
Mini Pai Gow is standart house-banked Pai Gow with an optional bonus wager. All rules pertaining
to standard Pai Gow as posted on the WSGC’s website remain the same except as described
specifically in these rules of play.
Wagers


Operators cannot allow wagering limits to exceed the authorized limits set out in WAC 230-15040 and WAC 230-15-140.

Rules of Play
A. Each player must make a Mini Pai Gow Poker wager and optionally may make a Bonus wager
before the start of the game. A bonus wager of $5.00 or more qualifies the Player of the
Community Bonus, if available.
B. Each player, including the dealer, will be dealt six (6) cards face down, the players may set their
hands after all the hands have been dealt to the players at the table, including the dealer of the
players may set their hands as soon as they get their 6th card. When the players get to set their
hand is a the discretion of the casino. The remaining cards are then placed in the discard rack.
C. The players now set their hands with the best possible five (5) card hand in back and the second
best hand set in front position consisting of only (1) card. The original Min Pai Gow Poker wager
always receives action. However, the dealer must qualify with a recommended pair of 5s or
higher for the player’s double down wager to receive action; otherwise the double down wager
is a push.

D. The Dealer now sets his hand with the best possible five (5) card hand in back and the second
best hand set in front position consisting of only one (1) card. The original Mini Pai Goa Poker
wager always receives action. However, the dealer must quality with a recommended pair of 5s
or higher for the player’s double down wager to receive action; otherwise the double down
wager is a push.
E. If there is a player that has Four of a Kind or higher, notify a Floor Person (Casino option) and
pay the player who made the Bonus bet according to the pay table which is posted on the table
game.
F. The order for settling each hand is at the discretion of the casino. You may settle the Bonus
hand then the Mini Pai Gow Poker hand or vice versa. The double down wager, if applicable, is
settled at the same time as the Mini Pai Gow Poker wager.
Dealing Procedures*
A. Mini Pai Gow is played with a standard 52 card deck plus one Joker for a total of 53 cards.
B. 1) The dealer will use only the house shuffle or a shuffle machine.
2) Or the game may be dealt as in traditional Pai Gow using a dice shaker.
C. Each Player must make a Mini Pai Gow Poker wager.
D. Each player who made a Mini Pai Gow Poker wager may make a Bonus wager up to the posted
limit before the cards are dealt.
E. The dealer will place a six (6) card packet of cards to the players at the table in a clockwise
manner (as in Blackjack) and then deal one packet to themselves. The dealer will then place the
remaining cards in the discard rack. Misdeal voids all hands.
F. Each player sets their high hand (five cards) and their second high hand (one card) and places
them in the appropriate areas. Same foul hand rule applies in Mini Pai Gow as it does in
traditional Pai Gow Poker. Each player simultaneously decides whether to double down or not
with a wager equal to the original Mini Pai Gow Poker wager.
G. After all the player hands have been set, the dealer will then turn over his hand and set the hand
according to house ways with the highest five (5) card hand in back and the second highest one
(1) card hand in the front.
H. The dealer will now, in turn, compare his two hands with the player’s two hands. If the dealer
qualifies for the double down wager with at least a recommended pair of fives (pair of 5s) or
higher, the player’s double down wager, if made, plays; otherwise, the double down wager is a
push. If the dealer’s tw hands beat the player’s two hands, the house wins the Mini Pai Gow
Poker wager (and if doubling and the dealer qualifies, also the double down wager). If the
player’s two hands beat the dealer’s two hands, the player wins even money on the Mini Pai
Gow Poker wager (and if doubling and the dealer qualifies, also on the double down wager).
Any other outcome (the player and dealer split the two hands) will be a push and the player’s
Mini Pai Gow Poker wager (and double down wager, if made) will be returned to them (but see
Important Notes below for handling ties, which go to the house).
I. If any of the players receive a hand of two (2) pair or better and they have wagered on the
bonus position, they will receive the posted bonus payout. Winning bonus wagers will be paid

J.

regardless of the outcome of the Mini Pai Gow wager. The player will receive winning bonus
wagers regardless of how they have set their hand. (i.e. splitting 3 Aces, they will still receive
the bonus payout for 3 of a Kind).
If any of the players receive a Full House or better, any other Player at the table that wagered
$5.00 or more on the Bonus Wager will receive the posted Community Bonus payout (assuming
Casino has elected to make Community Bonus option available). Winning Community Bonus
wagers will be paid regardless of the outcome of the Mini Pai Gow wager. The player will
receive winning Community Bonus wagers regardless of how the player has set their hand. (i.e.:
splitting 4 Aces, they will still receive the bonus payout for 4 of a kind).

Note: There is no commission taken from winning players hands. For the primary Mini Pai Gow
Wager, the dealer’s hand does not have to qualify; for double down wagers, the dealer’s hand must
qualify with at least a recommended pair of 5s or higher.
House Ways
1) No Pair – Dealer MUST play the highest ranking card in the High Hand, the second highest
ranking card in the Low Hand and the remaining cards in the High Hand.
2) The Dealer may NOT break apart any sets or made hands. The Dealer may not break apart any
one pair, two pairs, three of a kind, straights, flushes, full houses, four of a kinds, straight flush
or royal flush in order to play a higher card in the Low Hand. Once the dealer has played the set,
he must use the highest-ranking kicker as his low hand.
3) 1st clarification to rule #2 – If the Dealer has two three of a kinds in his hand he will play three of
the lower ranking card and two of the higher ranking card (Full House) as the high hand in order
to play the higher ranking card in the Low Hand.
4) 2nd clarification to rule #2 – If the Dealer has 3 pair, he will play the lower ranking two pairs as
the high hand and the highest ranking card of the 3rd pair in the second highest hand.
5) 3rd clarification to rule #2 – If the Dealer has a 6-card straight or flush, the Dealer must use the
highest ranking card as the low hand and use the lower ranking straight or flush as the high
hand.
Important Notes
1) The Joker can only be used as an “Ace” or a “Wild Card” to complete Straights or Flushes; it is
acceptable for a Player to play Ace high as the high hand and Joker as the low.
2) If the Player’s High Hand ties the Dealer’s High Hand, this is considered a loss for the Player.
3) For the Low Hand, all ties of Two through Ace are considered a loss for the Player.
4) If, in the Low Hand, the Player has a Joker and the Dealer has an Ace, this is considered a win for
the Player in the Low Hand.

Mini Pai Gow Bonus bet optional Pay Tables (No Community Bonus)
Hand
A
B
C
Five Aces
1000
1000
1000
Royal Flush
250
250
250
Straight Flush
75
75
75
Four of a Kind
50
50
50
Full House
20
20
20
Flush
7
7
8
Straight
5
4
4
Three of a Kind
3
3
3
Two Pair
1
1
1
Mini Pai Gow Bonuw bet Pay Table with Community Bonus (Only this pay table is available with
Community Bonus option)
Hand
Five Aces
Royal Flush
Straight Flush
Four of a Kind
Full House
Flush
Straight
Three of a Kind
Two Pair

Players Hand
Community Bonus
1000
$1000
250
$200
100
$50
50
$15
15
$5
6
4
3
1

NOTE:
Minimum Bonus wager MUST be $1.00; maximum Bonus wager is at Casino discretion.
Maximum aggregate is also at casino discretion.
Mini Pai Gow Player/Banker Option
PLAYER/BANKER PROCEDURE (If allowed in Jurisdiction)
If Player banks, game is dealt in its normal course.
1) Dealer sets his hand first
2) Dealer then settles Banker hand next.
3) At this time, Dealer burns his hand, brings Banker hand in front of the money tray then
proceeds to settle all other player’s hands as well as Bonus wager.
4) All Bonus wagers are paid or collected by the house only.
5) All Mini Pai Gow wagers are paid and collected by Dealer using Banker money.
6) NOTE: When there is a Player/Banker, the house takes a 5% commission on winning
wagers.

